


LOUD, ANNOYING, AND VERY ANNOYING
(L.A.V.A.)

STARRING VOICE-ACTORS:
Ray Chase, Robbie Daymond, Max Mittelman

WHAT IS L.A.V.A.?
L.A.V.A. is when three prolific and acclaimed voice actors get together and

get real silly. Their shows, designed to supplant the traditional (and
sometimes stale) voice actor panels of the past, are high-energy, high 

quality, fan-friendly experiences! Performances and panels can run 45, 60, 
or 90 minutes and consist of several interchangeable segments that are 

constantly being updated. Games, giveaways, audience participation and 
limitless laughs create unforgettable convention memories for everyone!!

WHO IS IT FOR?
L.A.V.A. has been created for any convention-goer. Robbie, Max, and Ray
have huge followings, highly relevant roles and extensive legacies in the

video game, anime, animation, and comic book worlds.

There are THREE shows:

audience questions to create a hilariously funny panel.

1. “L.A.V.A. LIVE!”- Our comedy stage-show and variety act that serves 

as the centerpiece of our programming schedule. This is the big one.
2. “Super Kawaii Happy Party Game Go Go Hyper Hangout

Funtime” - A more casual, panel-structured show with tons of games.
This is perfect for Sunday audiences and smaller venues.

3. “Q & Play”- We turn the classic Q&A structure on its head by using

WHAT ARE THE SEGMENTS?
The shows are always being tinkered with, segments are updated to reflect

audience tastes, and new ideas are always being brought to the table.
Nonetheless, here are some mainstays that you will almost certainly see:



THE SHIPPING GAME
Like “The Newlywed Game”, but with REAL couples from the audience!
Six attendees will be selected to be interviewed and three will disappear
along with one host. Then one side of the couple will be asked hilarious
and insightful questions about their significant other.  Will they be right
about who their partner’s Waifu is? Their favorite anime? Best boy/girl?
Find out if love is in the air, or these couples will need post-convention

counseling!!

FOLEY MOLEY
Our voice actors create a wild and zany Anime scene from scratch, using

audience suggestions. Then two lucky volunteers, using only their mouths,
do their best to make the sound effects! Is that a valiant hero using Wind
Style to vanquish their enemy, or merely a toot in the breeze?! We’re not

entirely certain... but one thing we are sure about; it’s hilarious!

WE NEED MORE COWBELL
One audience member is bestowed a mighty and righteous power: The
Cowbell of Destiny!! At any time during the show he/she/they can ring it
three times: then all of the action stops and our resident beatbox master

Max Mittelman will break it down (even at the most inopportune moments).

WALKIN’ WITH WALKEN
A magical journey begins as two Christopher Walkens (Robbie & Max)

meet in the Enchanted Forest one day. The adventure they embark upon
(created by the narrator {Ray} and the audience) will be the stuff of legend.
This skit is non-stop laughs, with a few twists & turns that audiences love!

LATE FOR PANEL
Two of our actors host a full-on improvised “Comic-con” interview panel,

with our third actor playing a VERY famous guest (living/dead/fictional/real
chosen by the audience). The only problem is, they don't know who they

are! Our discombobulated guest squirms, vamps, and sweats as they try to
figure out their identity. It’s an absolute audience favorite.



CAN WE CHANGE IT UP?
It’s Improv. Of course we can! What we love about this show is that each
time it is completely different - we are very open to changing the show to

cater to each city’s unique taste and perspective!

WHAT WILL WE NEED FROM YOU TO MAKE IT HAPPEN?
(PSSSST, IT’S EASY)

We provide all props, costumes, music, video, and sound effects ourselves.

For a successful L.A.V.A Live! show, the Convention provides:
1. A performance area (stage, panel room, etc) preferably with room for

us to move around in. 500-3000 seats optimal.
2. A couple of chairs for the sit-down portions of the show.

3. 4-6 wireless mics for us and audience participants.
4. A dedicated AV team to help us ensure sound quality.

5. AC power & HDMI video & audio output for our powerpoint projection.
6. 15 minutes before each show to rehearse tech with staff + seating.

**  For Q&Play & SKHPGGGHHF shows, all we need is a traditional panel room



SAMPLE SCHEDULES
One of the best parts about booking Max, Robbie, and Ray as L.A.V.A. is 
that not only do you get to choose between three awesome, talked-about 

and free shows, you also get three of the most well known and sought 
after voice actors in today's con circuit. In addition to performing they will 

still do a full, traditional convention appearance, including packed 
signings. When considering scheduling, it should be noted that all three 
voice actors tend to be very busy during signing hours, so arranging for 
only one of their shows is optimal or two at a maximum. This will ensure 
they have plenty of time to spend with fans during normal show hours. 

Here are a few examples of potential schedules:

The Ideal Schedule
Friday

Signing on Convention Floor All-Day
Saturday

Signing on Convention Floor All-Day
“L.A.V.A. LIVE!” with voice actors Robbie Daymond, Max Mittelman, & 

Ray Chase (starting between 1pm - 4pm)
Sunday

 Signing on Convention Floor All-Day

The Program Heavy Schedule
Thursday

Signing on Convention Floor All-Day
“Super Kawaii Happy Party Game Go Go Hyper Hangout Funtime" with 

voice actors Robbie Daymond, Max Mittelman, & Ray Chase" 
(starting between 1pm - 4pm)

Friday
Signing on Convention Floor All-Day

Saturday
Signing on Convention Floor All-Day

“L.A.V.A. LIVE!” with voice actors Robbie Daymond, Max Mittelman, & 
Ray Chase" (Evening Show)

Sunday
 Signing on Convention Floor All-Day



YOU’VE BOOKED L.A.V.A. (good call!)

NOW HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE IT IN YOUR PROGRAM?
Here are some different formats of how to tell your attendees what they’re coming to see…

L.A.V.A. Presents: “L.A.V.A. LIVE!”

A one-sentence Blurb for schedules and programs:
“An Improvised, Audience-Participation, Anime & Pop Culture Variety Show

starring Ray Chase, Robbie Daymond, & Max Mittelman (with games & prizes)!!!”

A deeper explanation for larger programs and websites:
“L.A.V.A. LIVE! is an improvised, audience participation variety show starring

voice actors Ray Chase, Robbie Daymond, & Max Mittelman. Get ready for games,
skits, music, comedy, & PRIZES in this uproarious romp through Anime & Pop

Culture’s silly side!”

L.A.V.A. Presents: “Q & Play”

A one-sentence Blurb for schedules and programs:
“No question goes unanswered in this game, skit & comedy filled Q & A gone

wild. Starring Ray Chase, Robbie Daymond, & Max Mittleman.”

A deeper explanation for larger programs and websites:
“Voice actors Ray Chase, Robbie Daymond, and Max MIttelman turn the

classic Q&A panel on its head by using audience questions to create
hilarious games and sketch comedy gold.”

L.A.V.A. Presents: “Super Kawaii Happy Party Game Go Go Hyper
Hangout Funtime”

A one-sentence Blurb for schedules and programs:
“Hands-down, THE weirdest, wackiest panel you will ever go to! Starring voice

actors Ray Chase, Robbie Daymond, & Max Mittelman.”

A deeper explanation for larger programs and websites:
“LAVA’s ‘Super Kawaii Happy Party Game Go Go Hyper Hangout Funtime’ is the

weirdest, wackiest, free-form panel you’ll ever go to. Ray Chase, Robbie
Daymond, & Max Mittelman star in this hilarious and unforgettable show.”



WHAT ARE PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT L.A.V.A.?

“I don’t have words, LAVA was priceless and made my entire weekend. 😂🙌
Cons need more of this.”

@o_Ozlin

“Loud Annoying was a really fun panel! That was the craziest game of hot ‘potato’ I've
ever done

@pickleking

“The highlight of my con was winning a game of pass the....well, you know if you were
there at the #LAVA panel”

@getsetpirouette

“Just got out of the amazing #LAVA panel 😝😝😝 Love them!!!!!”
@princettadw

“THIS WAS BY FAR THE BEST PANEL AT #Otakon!!!”
@BrookieMoonFace

“Just watched #LAVA with Robbie Daymond Max Mittelman & Ray Chase!!!!
GREATEST PANEL EVER!!!! 😍🔥#duckystyle”

@purple_dazzler

“The end of the first game of chubby bunny (cause they decided a second game would
be a good idea) in which their heads change to the reddest I have ever seen. I was in

tears this entire time.”
@TeaAndTails

“Seriously though if you ever get a chance to see @LoudAnnoying PLEASE GO I’ve
gone twice and both times I’ve absolutely lost it they are incredibly funny and it’s

different every time”
@DekoGekisho

Just got out of the @LoudAnnoying panel and it was the best thing ever.
@trash_obssessive

Thank you for your consideration and we hope to see you at your con!




